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Another Top SEO Company in Texas

Moves to Austin Texas as digital

marketing, website development, and

search engine optimization (SEO)

demand grows in Texas.

AUSTIN, TX, UNITED STATES, December

6, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Another

Texas SEO Company moves to Austin

Texas as digital marketing, website

development, and search engine

optimization (SEO) demand grows in

Texas. DIQ SEO has moved its

headquarters to Austin Texas as many

businesses are moving to Austin and

are requiring implementation of

advanced SEO, digital marketing,

software automation, and analytics

analysis meeting the growing demand

for online b2b and b2c traffic. The

moves provide more than 100 new

Digital Marketing Jobs in Texas as DIQ

SEO promises to hire talent in the State

of Texas on a remote basis. This is

good news for companies looking to

increase their organic rankings, google search traffic, optimize their website development

through content marketing or increase their digital visibility. the search terms SEO company

Austin TX, best Austin TX SEO companies, best SEO company Austin TX, best Austin SEO

company, SEO companies in Austin TX, top Austin SEO company, and Search Engine

Optimization company have increased over 45% since Covid forced many changes to the

employment and consumer market. According to some studies digital marketing has seen some

amazing changes over the past year. 

Paid Marketing Spend 2020-2021
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Global digital ad spending will reach

$389 billion in 2021.

The average cost per action (CPA) is

$49 for paid search and $75 for display

ads.

US social media ad spending reached

$43 billion in 2020.

In 2020, US Facebook ad spending

exceeded $31 billion.

Organic Search Optimization 

According to the study, organic search

traffic accounted for 73 percent of all

traffic to business services sites, more

than a 20 percent jump from the 51

percent when evaluating organic

search across all sites. Search engine

optimization is a marketing strategy

that takes advantage of search engine

algorithms and rankings. SEOs

maximize the visibility of their business

website in the search engines, to the

top of the search pages and results to

get more traffic, leads, and sales.

Hiring for Digital Marketing is on the

rise according to the Bureau of Labor

Statistics forecasts a 10 percent job

growth for all marketing careers, including digital marketing, through the next decade. 

DIQ SEO is currently looking to add 100 jobs over the next 3 years. Erik Avery the CEO of DIQ SEO

stated the SEO agency is looking to bring on Detail-oriented individuals to add to the Digital

Texas SEO Company Moves

to Austin to meet Digital

Marketing Demand”

Digital Marketing 2022

Marketing Professional Culture with a foundation in Search

Engine Marketing. Our team's vast experience translating

the client’s needs into all-encompassing marketing

strategies. The focus centers around creating highly

functional website environments that streamline

SEM/SEO/PPC processes, leverage multi-channel funnels

within each vertical, creating an omnichannel seamless

sales experience for the user while generating analytics for optimizing marketing channels

throughout the sales funnel journey to present transparent ROI to the client. DIQ SEO puts a

heavy focus on recruiting exceptionally analytic individuals with vast experience in business

development, communicating & translating clients/management goals using problem-solving
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tenacity. To join our team with over 300

combined years of experience in

bringing change to companies and

industries using technology

implementation.

Erik Avery

diqseo.com

email us here

Visit us on social media:
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